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A couple's persistence far from home leads to a fun day of     

unexpected fellowship. 

In 2009, my husband and I were traveling on a well-deserved 

vacation from our home in the Colorado Rocky Mountains back 

East to see his family. We had just spent a week with them and 

had a wonderful time. We found ourselves in Nashville, Tenn., 

and decided to get to a meeting to celebrate my nine-year       

anniversary in the AA program. We looked up available       

meetings online as we now do regularly on vacations, and found 

very few actually posted online in the Nashville area. We did 

find one that we could make it to, and we set off to find our 

meeting. 

When we arrived in the general area, some type of festival was 

going on and streets were blocked off in every direction. We 

decided to just park on the outskirts and walk to the meeting. As 

we drove around we started to notice the kind of neighborhood 

we were in … very rough and scary. If we went to the meeting it 

would mean walking back to our car in the dark around 9:30 p.m. 

We also had some of our belongings strapped to the roof of our 

car in a storage container and decided it would not be a good idea 

to leave our car or our things in this neighborhood. Every time 

we would reconsider just parking and going, a strong feeling 

inside of me would indicate that this was not a good idea. We 

reluctantly went back to our hotel room with no meeting. 

The following day, which happened to be Labor Day, we set off 

for the Kentucky border. We had been attending AA meetings all 

along our journey, so had quickly bounced back from not being 

able to attend the meeting the night before. As I was driving 

down the highway, my husband suddenly said, “Exit here so we 

can go see the lakes.” I pulled off the highway and onto a         

two-lane road. We drove a few miles and realized that we had 

missed the turn we wanted to take to get to the lake. We decided 

to go down a little further and do a U-turn. As we approached our 

intersection to turn around, I just about drove off the road when    

I spotted an AA sign with an arrow pointing left! I asked my  

husband if that could possibly be “our AA.” We decided to    

follow the signs to whatever was going on to find out. We saw a 

parking area with a little pavilion right next to the lake and pulled 

in. There we spotted people setting up for some kind of picnic. 

Without even really making a conscious decision, we quickly 

parked and got out of our car. We walked toward the pavilion 

and were immediately greeted with “Hi!” And “Hello!” I sat 

down next to a woman that first greeted us and within     minutes 

found out that this was “our AA” and that we were   welcome to 

stay. We had stumbled on the Western Kentucky Intergroup Pic-

nic. You would think we had won the lottery.    We immediately 

started chatting with everyone there, doing  introductions and just 

enjoying the company of the kind of     people we feel comfort-

able with. We felt we had known these people all of our AA lives 

and were welcomed with open arms. We were not only invited to 

stay for the Intergroup meeting,    but to stay for the picnic that 

followed and the speaker that     afternoon. That meant we would 

be there for about six hours. We decided to go for it. What a 

great decision that was. 

My husband shared our experience of our Nashville meeting  

attempt and that it was also my 9th AA birthday. The next thing I 

know, people are coming up and congratulating me from all 

sides. I felt like a celebrity! 

We stayed for the Intergroup meeting and were given business 

cards with the group’s information so we could stay in touch. We 

were given a copy of their bylaws to take back to Colorado and 

share with our groups. One member even loaded us up with fresh 

canned preserves and hot peppers he had recently acquired and 

still had in his car. 

Soon the picnic began and more people showed up. We had a 

wonderful meal and great conversation with everyone. We had a 

chance to talk with the speaker for the day who was the DCM for 

the area. She had shared that she had just come home from a 

business trip the day before and was exhausted, but still drove the 

two hours to speak at our picnic. When it came time for her 

speech, the first thing she did was to talk about a couple from 

Colorado that had shown up at the picnic and how much it meant 

to her. She said it re-energized her to know we were there when 

she was at a point of near exhaustion. I couldn’t believe she was 

talking about us! Then she caught me by total surprise when she 

called me to the front to present my nine-year chip to me. I was 

floored! I can’t really put into words the way I was feeling … 

almost like being in a dream. 

We had found our AA meeting that we missed the night before. 

God had closed one door and opened a much bigger one the next 

day. It was a great reminder that things happen in his time, not 

mine. The memories we have from that day will always be with 

(Continued on page 2) 
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us. The people we met will never be forgotten, nor will the huge 

welcome we received. 

A couple of days later we attended a 7:00 a.m. meeting in     

Kansas. We got the same kind of welcome there! We each   

received a “keep coming back” welcome chip and they wanted 

to give me another nine-year chip. We were invited to breakfast 

after the meeting and had a wonderful time. 

We have tried vacations with no meetings and found it to be a 

huge mistake. We thought we were too busy to go to meetings 

… this was our time to relax and have fun. We ended up 

stressed out and at each other’s throats in a very short period of 

time. Today our meetings are a part of our vacations—a big 

part! We attended meetings in several areas on our trip and the 

result was a sober and sane vacation together. We met all kinds 

of new friends along the way. This experience has inspired me 

to come home and start attending different meetings that may be 

a little further away but that will be a new experience for me. I 

am forever grateful that AA is in just about every corner of the 

world. We may have to drive a ways, but it’s well worth the 

time. 

—Renee J., Divide, Colo. 

Reprinted with permission:  AAGrapevine Web Exclusive 

(Continued from page 1) 

In the chaos of grief and tragedy, he found himself with a bottle 

in his hand 

On Christmas of 2007, I was sitting and watching as everyone 

took their turn opening a present. It was a gorgeous day with the 

sun shining and my dogs were basking outside. I was able to take 

it all in, listening to the laughter and joy that permeated the room. 

I was 25 years sober at the time and thought, "It doesn't get any 

better than this." 

That year, my sister was down visiting which didn't happen that 

often. She had come down to help my mother take care of me a 

month earlier after I had had surgery. We got the chance to spend 

more time together than usual. 

Along with my sister, we spent Christmas with my "daughter"—

a young woman I met in AA and informally adopted, her       

boyfriend, my mother and her friend, and my stepmother. It was 

truly wonderful. 

In the new year, I celebrated my 26th anniversary. Several weeks 

later, on February 21, after my mother left to drive home, I saw 

that I had a voicemail. It was from a friend of my sister's who 

was urgently trying to reach me or my mother. 

I called her back and she told me that my sister had been in a car 

accident. I asked how bad it was. "She's gone," she said. 

My sister had been on her way home with a friend in bad weather 

when she lost control of the car and hit a tree. Both of them were 

killed. I couldn't quite fathom what I was being told. I went 

numb and sat for a moment. 

I wanted to try to reach my mother to tell her myself. When         

I finally connected with her, I had to tell her of what had        

happened. Even with a lifetime of experiences and being sober 

for 26 years, I didn't have the words. 

All I can remember is her screaming and sobbing my sister's 

name. I drove up to my mom's that night. It all seems a blur.        

I remember my mom's friend coming with a bottle of brandy. 

I sat there for a few minutes staring at the bottle. I don't know 

(Continued on page 3) 
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"God will never give you more than you can handle - but life will." 

 

Before recovery, life was pretty overwhelming. It seemed that no sooner had I put out one fire that two more started. Without a 

Higher Power in my life, it was up to me alone to handle everything, and before long I become resentful at how unfair life was. 

This caused me to drink even more, and after a while my life was completely unmanageable.  

  

When I got sober and started working the program, my life actually got more unmanageable at first. Still without a Higher 

Power, I tried to solve all the problems of my life and handle all the new emotions I felt. Doing this quickly brought me to a 

complete surrender, and this was when my sponsor taught me about the importance of working steps one, two and three. 

  

He told me to get up each morning and say, "I can't; God can, let Him." By doing this each day I was taking the first three 

steps, and that's when I began turning my will and my life over to a Higher Power. The miracle of this was that even though life 

continued to overwhelm me, I found that with God in my life I began to find ways to deal with it with courage and grace.  

  

Today I know that life will still give me more than I can handle alone, but with God, I can handle it all. 

 Reprinted with permission : Wisdom of the Rooms – Weekly Quote 
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It seemed as though my Fourth Step had 

enough guilty substance to last  several     

lifetimes. I have been told many times that the 

reason I felt guilty because I was guilty.  Very 

true! But then, I listened to people around the 

AA tables who reiterated as how they had 

forgiven themselves. Well, I had tried        

that from the first time I was released from a 

terrifying experience.  I remember the Judge 

pointing his angry finger at me shouting: 

“You have disgraced your mother and father . 

. . I don’t feel sorry for you at all! Ninety days 

in the Indiana Penal farm.”  There had been 

three drunken arrests in a row at age nineteen, 

yet luck was on my side; in finality I was  

released to the custody of my father, but wow, 

did I feel guilty! But for the sake of relief       

I found reason to believe that I was a victim 

because the cops were always after me.         

It was not my fault! I seemed to forgive    

myself, but yet that annoying hole in my 

stomach only grew larger.  

    As my drunken misadventures continued 

throughout my twenties and thirties I would 

seek solace from my bar room buddies, and 

they would agree with me—I was just an  

unfortunate victim having bad luck.                

I believed that, too! Yet that cavity of the 

stomach grew evermore annoying and     

painful. The truth is painful, but so long as I 

could drink on a lie, I could find some      

comfort, at least while drunk. I believe that an 

alcoholic cannot drink on the truth; an       

alcoholic can only drink on a lie—and I was 

an expert at believing lies. 

     After some time sober—guilt still all   

knotted up in my stomach—I heard someone 

say:  “Self cannot remove guilt with self.”   

If that was true, then who can?  The answer 

came to me on page 86 of our Big Book 

(bottom of 1st full paragraph): “After making 

our review, we ask God’s forgiveness and 

inquire what corrective measures should be 

taken.” [Bold emphasis mine] Of course, here 

the Big Book is about a nighttime critical 

analysis of the previous day, but I now use 

this for my entire past life. I now try to live in 

the spirit of Steps Ten, Eleven and Twelve, 

thereby practicing the “corrective measures” 

mentioned above. Consequently, save          

for brief moments, that guilty pain has      

disappeared.  Thank you God!  

Bob S., Richmond, IN 
Reprinted with Permission 
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why but I picked it up and took off the cap 

and smelled it. Then I stared at it again and 

somewhat chuckled to myself thinking the 

typical alcoholic thought: "Not enough!" I 

put the cap back on and set it down. 

My mother came to stay with me. She kept 

repeating her fears that my sister had been in 

pain and had died scared and all alone. 

About three days after the accident, we got a 

call from a woman who had arrived at the 

scene only moments after it happened. She 

told us that she had gotten out of her car and 

walked down the embankment to where my 

sister's car was. She said there were no signs 

of trauma and that my sister must have died 

very quickly. The woman stayed there with 

my sister and her friend until the emergency 

vehicles arrived. She told us that she was an 

ordained minister and that she had prayed for 

my sister and her friend as she waited with 

them. 

Many years ago, old-timers told me that you 

don't take that first drink no matter what. 

Sometimes, I would think back to that night 

and the brandy and wonder what kept me 

from taking a swig. I have since discovered 

the answer in the Big Book. "The alcoholic at 

certain times has no effective mental defense 

against the first drink. Except in a few rare 

cases, neither he nor any other human being 

can provide such a defense. His defense must 

come from a higher power." 

It has now been almost five years since my 

sister's death. I am grateful for having 31 

years of sobriety. Remember, we don't take 

that first drink, no matter what." 

—Marc S. 

Reprinted with Permission:   

AAGrapevine Web Exclusive 

(Continued from page 2) 
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FIRST TUESDAY OF      

EVERY MONTH: 

District 30  Meeting  

When: 6:30pm – 7:30pm 

Where:  5925 O’Brien 

 

SECOND MONDAY OF  

EVERY MONTH: 

Intergroup Meeting    

When: 5:45pm – 6:45pm 

Where: Central Office  417 

Welshwood       

STEERING  

COMMITTEE 

When: Monday April  25th 

5:45pm – 6:45pm 

Where:   Central Office  

   417 Welshwood 

FIRST TUESDAY OF  

EVERY MONTH: 

District 32 Meeting 

When:  6:30pm 

Where: Club 62 

329 Peachtree 

CENTRAL OFFICE OFFICERS NAME PHONE # 

Chairperson Drew T 615.440.3991 

Central Office Manager Charles C 615.973.9898 

Central Office Bookkeeper David Whorley  

Vice Chairperson Travis D 615.642.1027 

Secretary Jennifer S 615.218.0883 

Treasurer Garrett D 615.957.7674 

Public Information/Cooperation 

with the Professional  Community 

Al C 615.587.1616 

Special Needs Reanate M 615.625.8483 

Corrections     

Treatment Facilities Jennifer S 615.415.4177 

Events Chair Tina H 615.351.0501 

Archives Everett C 615.226.4880 

Sobriety Dinner Cathy M 615.500.0863 

Middle Tennessee Central Office Treatment Facilities Committee 

Quarterly Business Meeting and Workshop Schedule 2016 
We will meet at 2 p.m. on the 3rd Saturday of in February, May, August and November at the Andrew Price Memorial Methodist 

Church (where the Shade Tree Group meets), 2846 Lebanon Pike, Nashville, TN 37214 (this is in the Donelson Area). Look for 

the little house at the back of the parking lot. 

Each quarterly gathering will be a quick business meeting followed by a workshop. All are welcome to come and participate. 

What we do:  

Attempt to keep track of who is coordinating each Treatment Facility Project in Middle Tennessee,  

Put on workshops for new volunteers and coordinators, and  

Make recommendations to the MTCOAA regarding TFC activities.  

 

We hope to better coordinate TFC activities in Middle Tennessee, and to possibly serve as a model for similar areas that have 

multiple projects going in multiple districts. We feel that our active members will be well served by having standardized training 

and accurate information to draw upon as they seek out projects to participate in at Treatment Facilities. 

Dates in 2016 

February 20th at 2 p.m. 

May 21st at 2 p.m. 

August 20th at 2 p.m. 

November 19th at 2 p.m. 

 

All are welcome, and we hope to see you there. For more information please call: 

MTCOAA TFC Chair Jennifer S. (615) 415-4177    

MTCOAA TFC Secretary Stephen T (615) 926-9467 

A member learns to not take a wonderful sponsor for granted. 

I stood outside the meeting hall praying for the courage to open 

the door and walk back into the room. I was full of both fear and 

embarrassment, the seeds of AA had been planted a few months 

back and I was caught in the middle of fog, faith, and fear. Main 

street Houston and Skid Row AA, what a place to be for a nice 

guy like me. 

I watched a number of people walk in, some with smiles, others 

with that hopeful gleam in their eyes that I had about three 
months before. It wasn’t enough, I stood there cold, and alone.     

I was about to turn and run when a voice softly spoke the words, 

“Welcome back, Ron.” The voice was of an elderly gentleman     

I had met while drying out in the county psychiatric hospital.        

I remembered his warm smile, and cheerful face, but most of all I 

remembered his presence, and willingness to help. 

His question to me was, “Why are you outside instead of in?”      

I almost melted into the street explaining the previous months of 
drinking, the fear of not staying sober, the fear of being sober, 

and most of all the time that I had lost. In a few short words he 

granted me the hope I needed then, and carry still today. He said, 

“Ron if you truly learned from this then you haven’t lost          

anything.” “Matter of fact you have gained everything it takes to 

make it in this program,” “Welcome to your first step, let’s go 

inside,” and we did. 

FROM MY FACE TO MY HEART 

In Remembrance 

David Whorley 

 Who was the Central Office               

Bookkeeper and Long Time AA Member 

passed on January 20th.  His service to 

MTCO was above and beyond, he will be 

missed by all. 
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Find the CAPITALIZED words below. 

12 Steps and 12 Traditions—Page 25 

"Some of us WON'T BELIEVE in God, OTHERS CAN'T, and STILL others WHO do believe THAT GOD EXISTS 
HAVE no FAITH WHATEVER He WILL PERFORM this MIRACLE.  Yes, YOU'VE GOT us OVER the BARREL, all 

RIGHT-but WHERE do we go FROM HERE?" 

S W X B I N H G A J U P P F J T Y H Q V 

V R W V B L P B K I B J O H Y X Z T Y D 

S Y G H S S T T S T H B V O L U R H A Y 

W C F M E R X W K Q C A E E A M T K C Y 

A L J I R R X K H V E Q R X V T O V T K 

C A I T X Y E H Y A T L P C S E P E K M 

W S L K H Z U J P K M E C T D B I C D Q 

R N B P L I Z D F A I T H A D U X L L O 

P E R F O R M N L S O Q Z B R T K C E F 

Z P K D Q N M V X G Y B L I K I I K R B 

Y K R T T N B N W X G O H N A Q M S R B 

L A Y Z H K I V T D T G U H X K N G A F 

G D V C G T X S M H O D V V T Q A N B K 

Y R E X I A T I E M A G N D E H J G J J 

W L T G R D Z R V I N T P R L W A X G F 

V K H N S T S I X E N M W B O Q G R C S 

C L J F A Q M N Y A F H T N Q A E O W L 

T T R E W C K Q W N S C T O U V T H X K 

X O U D A U O K R M R E T F E Q B W I M 

M P G F F S S Y Q T H V D T U T D Z L F 

B X B X U D X Z S F P A A K L T I S H S 

U K P C E A N R V V W H S W O G T J Y G 

G R Q R B I B T D V W I N D F I S F U Z 

G T E X Q Q K I M N J U L T L F Z H L T 

O H G N O H A X B U Q X L L U K N M O G 
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Reprinted with permission:  Akron Intergroup News 
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MEETING CHANGES 

A member discusses how he came to 

believe after getting sober. 

 

When I was lucky enough to find the 

rooms of AA, my relationship with my 

higher power was not something I 

could define to you or even to myself. 

I was someone who felt that God had 

given up on me. "Why would he waste 

his time on me?" I thought. I figured I 

was a lost cause. 

I thought I had proven to myself that 

God didn't care about me. It seems that 

all the religious background I received 

while growing up was tossed out when 

I decided I didn't need to go to church 

anymore. What I left behind were les-

sons such as love they neighbor as you 

would love yourself, be of service to 

others, God will provide, honest about 

all else, and many others. 

Thankfully, I found the words of the 

Second Step to be filled with truth and 

understanding. When I first read the 

words, "we came to believe," I didn't 

realize the overpowering significance 

they would have on me, my program 

and above all, my spiritual progress. 

As it is said, all I needed to do was 

open the spiritual door just a crack and 

this would allow me the change to 

grow and nurture my relationship with 

God as the door would open wider and 

wider. Today, I realize I have come to 

believe and that slow opening of my 

spiritual door is what defines my spiri-

tual progress. I see the difference in 

me, and my relationships, and at how I 

look at life. 

I'm not sure if it's funny or downright 

sad that I notice so much beauty in the 

world today! It's hard for me to com-

prehend the depths from which I was 

pulled. It was so dark and angry down 

there. 

Rising to where I am today, with the 

awareness of all the beauty and happi-

ness around me makes it almost im-

possible to believe what it used to be 

like. I used to think that people don't 

change. However, I am happy to report 

that with the help of one's higher 

power, change is most definitely possi-

ble. 

If you don't believe me, ask my family. 

Or ask anyone I was in a relationship 

with before and then ask them about 

the change in me. Ask them also if 

they think God had anything to do 

with it. 

Bill W. once said that we understand 

the Steps much better after we have 

taken them. I find this was true for me. 

Coming to believe in my higher power 

has become easier and easier for me as 

each sober day passes. All it takes for 

me is to share some time in a new-

found relationship or one that has been 

restored to know that I have been 

given a gift. 

It is the gift of AA and sobriety. I do 

not feel that it's a stretch for me to be-

lieve that this wonderful gift has been 

delivered to me by a power greater 

than me or any other human being. 

Given where and how I was before I 

came to AA makes that process of 

coming to believe extremely easy. 
—Thomas S., Arlington Heights, Ill. 

Reprinted with Permission:   

AAGrapevine Web Exclusive 

Opening the Spiritual Door 

NEW / MOVES / CHANGES / ADDITIONS / CANCELLATIONS 

37040 Cancel Road of Happy Destiny - 2p Sunday 

37064 Change 
Church of the City - Meeting in the Small White 

House 

37066 Change Came to Believe - Tues now 5:30p  

37087 Cancel Any Lengths - 10p Friday 

37115 Cancel Serenity House - 8p Sunday 

37122 Add Key To Sobriety - Tues Noon 

37206 Add East Side Sunlighters - 7:30a Tues & Thurs 

37220 New 
Hand in Hand - Crievewood United Meth - 451 

Hogan Rd - 6:30p OD/Wmn 

37394 Move Viola Serenity - 9586 Viola Road, Viola 
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 GROUP/MEETING Dist  Dec          YTD            GROUP/MEETING Dist  Dec          YTD         

11TH STEP  30           -                  73   LEWISBURG UNITY 41           -                  21  

21st AVENUE 30             -             167   LIFE SAVERS 30          -            250  

24 HOUR  32     250          800   LIVE & LET LIVE 9          -              25  

60 MINUTES  64             250   LIVING BY THE PRINT SAT 30          -            375  

ANONYMOUS  CONTRIBUTIONS 0       35          754   MADE A DECISION            -            205  

ANY LENGTHS 13             325   MIDDAY BREAK  32             686  

BACK ROOM  35          4,982   MONDAY NIGHT             -              17  

BACK TO THE BIG BOOK 12       -            220   MT JULIET FELLOWSHIP  31          50          300  

BELLEVUE  WINNERS &  BEG 35             -             100   MURFREESBORO  12          43          208  

BRENTWOOD FULL MOON  33       -         1,329   MUSIC ROW 30           -                300  

BY THE BOOK -DICKSON 15       -            257   MUSTARD SEED  32        300          900  

CAME TO BELIEVE 33             305   NOW 30          -              85  

CAMELS         15            65   NEW BEGINNINGS( Dist 12) 12             160  

CELEBRATE SERENITY         -            425   NEW DAY 13          50            50  

CHICKEN PLUCKERS MEN'S 33       -            376   NEW LIFE H-VILLE 34               75  

CLARKSVILLE  14           -                100   NIPPERS CORNER 32          26            72  

CLUB 62 UNITY 32           -                  10   NO NONSENSE 32          -            110  

COLUMBIA  40       20          240   NORTHSIDE , CLARKSVILLE 14          -            225  

COMFORT ZONE  15       -            630   ON AWAKENING            -              25  

COOL SPRINGS NEWCOMERS 33       50          506   ONE DAY AT A TIME  31           -                800  

CROSSVILLE NON -SMK STEP 9               57   ONE STEP CLOSER  33          -            581  

CUMBERLAND UNITY 13       -            100   OUT TO BREAKFAST  30          -            169  

DAILY REPRIEVE 13             -             146   OUT TO LUNCH BUNCH 14          -            379  

DAVIDSON ROAD 30          5,050   PAGE 112 31          -              46  

DICKSON AA 15             -             600   PAY DAY 15          -            125  

DISTRICT 11 11           -                120   PORTLAND UNITY  13          25            90  

DONELSON YET  31           -                100   PRIMARY PURPOSE  34             552  

DOWNTOWN LUNCH BUNCH 32             499   PRIMETIMERS 33             175  

DROP THE ROCK         -            100   PULASKI  40          15          105  

DRUNKS IN THE PARK 33     453       1,880   REBOS (SOBER)  34           -                210  

EAST NASHVILLE 86’ers 34       -            309   RIDGETOP BASICS 34          -              44  

E. NASHVILLE MEN'S STAG  34             -             600   ROBERTSON COUNTY 14           -                  25  

EAST NASHVILLE WOMENS  31           -                138   RUTS 40          -            100  

EAST SIDE SATURDAY             1,053   SAFE HARBOR  (D14) 14          -            350  

EASY DOES IT (MT JULIET) 31             -             275   SAFE PLACE               223  

EVERY NIGHT AT 6 32           -                  58   SANGO SOLUTIONS            -              60  

FAIRFIELD GLADE 9             151   SATURDAY NIGHT ALIVE 11          -              70  

FAIRVIEW  33             250   SEARCH FOR SERENITY  34             360  

FAYETTEVILLE  40       20          105   SEARCHERS 34           -                200  

FIRST THINGS FIRST  34       -         1,070   SEEKING SANITY  31          -         1,264  

FIVE & FIVE  30     278          925   SERENITY  (12) 12          50          600  

FRANKLIN 12&12 33             -             200   SHADE TREE  31        660       6,600  

FRANKLIN 4TH BB STUDY 33       -            200   SHELBYVILLE  11           -                300  

FRANKLIN  33           -             1,950   SMITH COUNTY FRIENDSHIP 13          -            200  

FRANKLIN MEN'S 33     400          800   SMYRNA GRATITUDE  12        122       2,062  

FRANKLIN ROAD WOMEN'S  33           -                300   SUNDAY NIGHT BUNCH 32             200  

FREE TO BE  31       -            558   TCYPAA 32          -              33  

FRIDAY NIGHT PRIME TIME 33           -                  25   THE STRAGGLERS 33             480  

G.O.D. ( OF DRUNKS) 40       -            150   THE THREE LEGACIES 34           -                  13  

GALLATIN AA         25            25   THE UNITED  13        200          800  

GLADEVILLE GRATITUDE 13       -              98   TRINITY 11             -               50  

GOODLETTSVILLE A.A. 34       -            226   TRUDGING THE ROAD 33          65          195  

GRATEFUL ALIVE  33             191   TURNING POINT  33           -                147  

GRATITUDE  11           -                  25   VALLEYVIEW-ASHLAND CITY 15          -         1,241  

GRATITUDE - MANCHESTER         -              50   WANGL 30          -            265  

HAPPY HOUR- COOKEVILLE 9           -                100   WAVERLY 15           -                  68  

HARDING ROAD  30     150          550   WAVERLY-BELMONT 32           -                100  

HENDERSONVILLE BB 34             -               50   WEEKENDERS  34           -                  50  

HERMITAGE 31           -                200   WEST MEADE 30             -             100  

HIGH NOON  34       -         1,280   WEST NASHVILLE  35          40          118  

HILLSBORO ROAD  32           -                250   WESTMINSTER  30           -                216  

HOPE PARK AA LIT STUDY 30       -            180   WINNERS 41          87          157  

KEEP IT SIMPLE  BELLEVUE d35 33       -            413   WOMEN IN THE SOLUTION 11             447  

KEY TO SOBRIETY 31       -            400   WOMEN'S FREEDOM  30           -                350  

LADIES NIGHT OUT 34       -              50   WOMENS SPEAKER  30          -            285  

LAMBDA 32     228          228   YOUNG TIMERS 32          19            97  

LATE LUNCH BUNCH 33       -         1,750   
Grand total:       3,675      61,078  

LAWRENCEBURG 41       -              40   

LET IT HAPPEN 35       -            100       
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I sat across the room from him that evening observing his glow 

and being grateful. I picked up my second desire chip that      

evening and hoped that I would see him again.  

I was blessed with not only the feeling of what I wanted but also 

the knowledge of what I needed. I needed a sponsor and wanted 

him but that wasn’t enough, I had to ask. Faced with the fear of 

rejection I once again found myself praying for courage. It would 

take a few days to level my pride; but as soon as I did he        

accepted and I began an incredible journey through the Twelve 

Steps and Traditions. Words of wisdom such as, “Always know 

where you are and always know where you are going” helped me 

focus and realize that the spirit of fellowship was being offered 

to me. 

Somewhere around my first year of sobriety as I prepared to  

accept my chip, I thought it a good idea to meet with Billy      

beforehand and give personal thanks. As I began with, “Thank 

you,” he answered with “For what?” “For keeping me sober” 

was my reply. 

His warm smile appeared as he gently shook his head from side 

to side and said “You still haven’t got it Ron, see, I don’t keep 

you sober, you keep me sober and have for the past year, so too 

you, I say, Thank you”. The rewards of sponsorship lightened my 

evening. I found his humbleness within me and for the first time 

I realized it was mine. 

Slightly after my eighth year of sobriety I had fallen deeply into 

the love of family and the enjoyment of my children, I didn’t call 

Billy C. as often as I use to. Feelings of guilt led me to call after 

about three to four weeks of self-indulgence and as usual I     

received the 10 to 12 rings on the answering machine. I followed 

the beep with three or four excuses for not calling, informing of 

the wellness of the family, and finished with I’ll get in touch 

later. 

At once I felt the at ease his voice gave me, even through a    

recorded message. The joy of being in touch returned and the 

importance of being part of reset my priorities. Without AA        

I wouldn’t have God, without God I wouldn’t have my family, 

and my God, my family and my faith all depend on my sobriety. 

The next evening found me back in the familiar meeting hall 

anxiously hoping to meet with my spiritual guide. The meeting 

went well and with the topic being priorities, I was certain    
someone knew what I had been doing and was picking on me. 

Fact is, I was right where I was supposed to be. Two days had 

gone by and my spiritual guide had not returned my call, even if 

he was upset with me he never showed it, and always returned 

my calls. Maybe he was sick, maybe he was on vacation, either 

way I’d give it another day. 

The following day I arrived at the Men’s Center early, a few 

other men Billy sponsored were involved there and even if I  

didn’t see him I would hopefully know what was going on. I 

waited until almost meeting time with no sign of Billy. Finally I 

pulled a gentleman of mutual acquaintance to the side and asked 
“Have you seen Billy C.?” His faced became shocked, knowing 

Billy was my sponsor he softly said “Billy died about two and a 

half weeks ago.” “He had made a Twelve Step call, brought the 

prospect up here that night, and went home.” “He must have 

passed away in his sleep that evening and was found a day later. 

I am so sorry.” 

I was broken, from my face to my heart, I fought to stay        

composed but could not. I walked outside bearing my great loss 
but the weight was too much. I felt an emptiness that I heard so 

many drank over but I was of spirit, and in spirit, I heard a few of 

Billy’s favorites words “Let us be filled and guided only by the 

love of God, may we be of service in our greatest time of need.” 

I cried with my head held high for the first time in my life that 

night. 

A few weeks passed, and the disappointment of not attending the 
funeral, not calling more often and not saying goodbye were  

resolved with a thought and a prayer. I had not erased Billy’s 

phone number from my cell phone, at that time I was planning 

on leaving it. I decided to give it a try, I dialed and it rang 10 to 

12 times and then I heard the same message I had become so      

accustomed to over these past few years “Hello this is Billy and 

I’m not here, please leave your name and number and I’ll call 

you at my earliest convenience”.  

I was shocked. I felt like a child making his first prank call and 

was afraid to talk. I slammed down the phone excited and      

astounded. 

I felt as if this was the opportunity I had prayed for and I called 

my sponsor’s phone number for the last time. After the rings and 

message I followed the beep with: 

“Hello Billy this is Ron, I know that you are safe and loved, and 

I know that I am too. Thank you for that. I pray that I see you 

later. Goodbye for now my friend, I will truly miss you.” 

One week later I took his number off my call list. For I have 

come to believe that not only Billy C., but all of those that have 

passed on with sobriety, love and service of AA are now a direct 

call. They are as we are; all within the fellowship of the spirit. 

May God continue to bless AA and all those that walk through 

our doors and touch our lives with their courage and wisdom. 

 
—Ronny G., Huntsville, Texas 

Reprinted with Permission:  AAGrapevine Web Exclusive 

FROM MY FACE TO MY HEART 
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BACKROOM  LOVE & LAUGHTER  SEEKING SANITY con't 

Amanda 02.06.15  Bobby S 02.01.14  Micheal H 02.02.12 

Andy E 02.19.09  Marty Q 02.18.94  Nancy R 02.28.11 

Bo L 02.13.13     Peggy H 02.28.11 

Bob J 02.10.14  NIPPERS CORNER  Renita D 02.24.09 

Daniel PW 02.13.78  Angela W 02.05.10  Russ K 02.25.04 

Griffin H 02.01.13     Teresa B 02.23.14 

Heather C 02.17.98  ONE DAY AT A TIME  Traci A 02.25.11 

Julian F 02.27.10  Andrew P 02.07.13    

Laura K 02.22.13  Ben B 02.01.14  SHADE TREE 

Matt L 02.23.10  Charles W 02.22.08  Adam T 02.13.15 

Randy C 02.22.12  Diana W 02.13.85  Bill S 02.05.13 

Tamara W 02.11.14  Dillion B 02.23.15  Bubba W 02.02.09 

Tara M 02.17.14  Foy P 02.01.14  Drew C 02.28.11 

Taylor P 02.17.14  Gabe M 02.17.14  Jeff B 02.02.15 

Toni S 02.18.95  Grant G 02.04.15  Joyce D 02.17.08 

   Jane S 02.08.15  Lynn H 02.26.12 

FULL MOON  Jared D 02.15.12  Mark L 02.04.15 

Bobby F 01.26.12  Jeremy B 02.11.11  Scott S 02.16.07 

David P 01.13.83  Jonathan P 02.10.14  Stan B 02.02.83 

Den L 01.19.82  Justin S 02.02.13  Tim H 02.09.14 

Jerry F 01.26.91  Kate P 02.17.13  Woodrow S 02.02.09 

Jessica H 01.01.11  Kim F 02.15.10    

Michael A 01.23.07  Lane R 02.10.08  SMYRNA GRATITUDE 

Richard D 01.17.99  Lucy A 02.06.12  Jeff J 02.17.09 

Wendy M 01.21.09  Marc N 02.08.84  Matt S 02.15.15 

   Paul R 02.24.07  Mike O 02.02.02 

HENDERSON BIG BOOK  Stephanie M 02.15.12  Pat W 02.15.15 

Robert C 02.06.13  Stephen F 02.01.12  Randy C 02.19.12 

Steve B 02.11.14  Tamara W 02.11.13  Ron A 02.23.13 

   Taylor S 02.24.14  Terri M 02.01.05 

HIGH NOON       

Harold D 02.09.93  POP  WOMEN'S SPEAKER 

Jay S 02.01.11  Steve F 02.18.00  Pam M 02.12.12 

JB R 02.02.97       

Jesse S 02.02.15  SEEKING SANITY    

Josh M 02.06.07  Bubba W 02.02.09    

Keith M 02.15.12  Carie K 02.05.04    

Marty P 02.23.15  Christina O 02.25.13    

Mike S 0.01.13  Dave O 02.17.09    

Pete S 02.02.86  David F 02.10.08    

Rob C 02.06.13  James C 02.17.07    

Ryan S 02.18.13  John C 02.01.10    

Sarah M 02.13.11  Leland G 02.08.08    

Stacy F 02.10.10  Lisa C 02.20.85    

FEBRUARY 

ANNIVERSARIES 
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Time to 

Change? 

New / Renewal Subscription 

Address Change 

Middle TN Central Intergroup Association 

417 Welshwood Drive, Suite 207 

Nashville, TN   37211 

 

ph.  615.832.1136 

Ph.  800.559.2252 

fax. 615.834.5982 

or e-mail address changes to: 

mtcoaa@aol.com 

NAME  ______________________________________ 

 

ADDRESS  ___________________________________ 

 

CITY  _________________________  STATE  ______ 

 

PHONE _______________________  ZIP __________ 

The Messenger is available at an 

annual subscription price of 

$12.00.  A limited number of free 

subscriptions are available upon 

request by writing or  calling the 

office at the address/phone number 

listed in this issue. 


